Best fuel filter for 6.0 powerstroke

Common engine system requires sticky fuel liquid to support the mechanism. It directly
hampers the working efficiency of the vehicle engine. Even your precious 6. As it happens, the
design includes filtering media to take out the particles. But there is an overwhelming number
of options to continue. Therefore, what is the best fuel filter for 6. Skip all confusions right away
with our absolute best fuel filter reviews. Now, it is time to have a deep insight. We sorted out
these fuel filters testing them thoroughly. The detailed features will let you choose the best one
from here. So check out five fuel filters that are suitable for 6. Are you looking for a Motorcraft
fuel filter 6. Then this might be a good choice for you. Even, it is the fuel filter for 6. The fuel
filtration device blocks foreign particles from approaching the engine, thus allowing the engine
to operate properly with adequate fluid as well as airflow. Also, this filter is fuel-flex compatible
if the engine requires. In this case, the 6. This fuel filter is made of high-grade casings of
stainless steel series which ensures high strength to endure an operating pressure up to six
times standard. This type of media has a fair rating of microns 8 or larger. This Motorcraft fuel
filter is manufactured with the most recent technology and provides higher resistance to
corrosion. If you have a diesel engine vehicle then you should purchase an FD diesel fuel filter.
This filter is fit for all 0. It comes in a package that includes two O-rings, one top fuel-bowl filter,
and one bottom lifter-pump filter. Six months of warranty is provided, so you are set for at least
six months! The filter paper is genuine Germany Ahlstrom paper, which increases the efficiency
of the filter. So your engine will be free from impurities to a greater extant. This filter also has an
excellent casing made of stainless steel from series which supplies greater resistance to
corrosion and increased life cycle. Has 98 percent efficiency of water separation, also separates
the impurities and pollutants at 10 microns or higher for 98 percent, ensuring the greater
performance of the filter. As a result, you will be able to enjoy a smoother ride. This filter helps
to solve various problems like stalling of the engine, sluggish acceleration, and other problems.
It will work a lot better on your 6. This filter is made with a premium media filter which increases
the efficiency of the filter, so it removes pollutants from the fuel at a higher scale. This filter
comes in a package that also consists of a top fuel bowl as well as bottom lifter pump filters.
This 7. It has a smooth exterior design and suitable for all Ford 6. Willing to buy a Wix fuel filter
for 6. Then you can consider the heavy-duty spin-on lube filters. These heavy-duty filters
decrease downtime, improve uptime, and extend the useful life of the oil 2X. They are
constructed with a pleated paper that catches different kinds of suspended particles. This filter
also comes in a package that includes a mounting plate, gasket, inner tube, and central tube.
For this Wix filter, the capacity of holding dirt is improved than other conventional fuel filters.
Retention of higher size particles is one of its features. You can surely buy this filter as it helps
with various vehicle problems like starting difficulties, acceleration reluctance, rough idling, etc.
Ecogard items are designed with important functions and sold at rates that cannot be matched
by several other manufacturers. Taking care of the customers and making their jobs and lives
simpler and less frustrating really goes over and beyond. It helps to defend your engine by
holding particles far from both the fuel injector and carburetor against damage. Expertly made
from top-quality materials and developed to the greatest quality requirements for consistent
performance. Also, it is built with the help of the new technology. Specifically designed and
checked for the fit, shape, and function of original diesel equipment filters. Meets the criteria for
your latest vehicle warranties to be maintained. The 6. A religious servicing routine is the main
factor behind this engine. For ford 6. It is important to check the filter periodically and change it
when dirty. To change fuel filters you will need a filter kit, paper towels, a bucket, and a can to
dispose of the older filter. Insert a new fuel filter primary and a section of the pump. Be careful,
do not over tighten it. There should be some symptoms, right? So, we are going to discuss
some 6. The most obvious example of a blocked fuel filter is that it is difficult to start the engine
since the oil supply heading towards the engine is exhausted. An engine with a weak filter will
lead to misfires and probably needs cleaning. But you may need a replacement of the whole
filter depending on the behavior of the engine. A professional should inspect the engine filter in
this case. Answer : A 6. Answer : There are different kinds of additives that can be used for 6.
Clear-Diesel Fuel and Tank Cleaner the white bottle , also Diesel Kleen cetane booster plus
lubrication the grey bottle. You use these as per instruction and run as they have directed.
Answer : The primary fuel filter is placed at the HFCM, installed on the frame rail on the driver
side. The secondary fuel filter is on the upper side of the engine, just on the right of the oil filter
of the engine. So you can see that, inspecting fuel filters and replacing them from time to time
when necessary is really important for the smooth operation of a vehicle. But finding the right
fuel filter and installing them in the correct way is also essential, otherwise, the vehicle while
will face difficulty starting the engine. Among all the fuel filters that are discussed here,
Motorcraft FD Fuel Filter seems to fulfill all the demands as they have good structure and
corrosion-resistant. Save Saved Removed 0. What's on the Page Best Fuel Filter for 6.
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supersede all other fuel additives and oil additives that I have recommended in the past. The AR
has been formulated to work in all hydrocarbon fuels including diesel, gasoline, heating oil and
two cycle. It is a fuel treatment that includes a combustion catalyst, a dispersant removes water
, a polymerization retardant, a rust inhibitor, a biocide, a lubricity agent, and a cetane enhancer.
AR can be added to any engine, gearbox, or wherever friction reduction and cleaning is
beneficial. The right fluids, fuel and filters are absolutely crucial for the longevity of a 6. If you
use the incorrect fluids in your truck, it is not going to function correctly. What are the fluids?
Finally, you should make sue you have the fluid changed correctly in the transfer case. They
say it is K mile coolant; however, I would change it at 30KK mile intervals just to be absolutely
safe. In addition, I have become a fan of coolant filters after I started cutting open the oil coolers
and watch the goo that comes out on the coolant side. Coolant filtration systems are very
inexpensive and simple to install. Just like antifreeze, people have their own ideas and
preferences when it comes to motor oil. Just the standard Delo or Rotella is much more stable
than what was available 10 years ago. Off-the-shelf motor oil is outstanding today. The interval
changes depend on how you are using the truck. If you want to push an oil change out a little
further, I would suggest doing Blackstone testing at 5K mile intervals to see if it really needs to
be changed. I have grown fond of Rotella T6 and have seen it help clean up injector issues in
some cold start situations. Hydrotex is another brand I was introduced to. A customer brought
in a truck that was using this and claimed 25K oil intervals. The customer had an injector tip
failure but still had the original set of injectors on a K mile truck. Hydrotex is an industrial
company and you would have to buy from a local representative. One of the main challenges
with the oil in a 6. With Blackstone Laboratories, you send them a sample of your oil and they
test for metal or fuel contaminates in the oil. When it comes to automatic transmission fluid,
there is only one choice for the 6. If you use a transmission fluid from the auto parts stores, you
are going to notice shifting problems â€” hard shifts, sloppy shifts. I have seen it many times.
You will think you need a new transmission. If this happens, the solution is to buy a couple
cases of the Motorcraft LV and flush it out. The automatic transmission in the 6. One of the
other places where people try to save money on the upkeep of their 6. After market filters are
available but I highly recommend that you do not use them. The correct filters for your truck are
from Ford. When comparing the Ford filter with its competitors, the filter media is not the same.
The Napa filter and the Purolator premium filters are pretty good filters. As a result, those filters
do not sit down correctly into the reservoir. The fuel filter that Ford supplies for the 6. Not only
does it have the standard filter media inside but it also has a crucial membrane that is essential
for operating correctly. This membrane separates the water out. Fuel has direct affects on the
fuel injection system in the 6. Cetane is basically like octane in gasoline. It is the number that
deals with the combustibility of the fuel. The higher the cetane number, the more combustibility
you have from the fuel. Even though 40 is considered the minimum cetane rating that you can
run in your 6. There are hundreds of products in the market that claim to help improve the
cetane in your diesel fuel. The most common one is from Power Service. It gives a little cetane
boost, it is cheap and readily available. It only boosts your cetane a few points but the lubricate
additives in this product are outstanding. The best know oil fuel company in the country is
Lucas. They have a very good fuel additive. And of course Ford has an excellent additive for
cetane boosting. If you are going to be in cold climates I would recommend that you use the
anti-gel cetane booster system. It has a couple additives in there that keep your fuel from
gelling up. What do you want to get out of your fuel additive? We want an anti-gel, a cetane
booster and a lubricant additive. Running any of these products is better than not running the
additive at all. Additives have a certain cost involved but if you want to get the maximum life out
of your fuel injectors, it is important that you consider using an additive in your 6. The 6. I can
go on and on about the technology of this engine. Click below to find out about the outstanding
benefits of using Archoil in your truck and why I recommend using it. Keep up to date with my
newsletter. Motor Oil Just like antifreeze, people have their own ideas and preferences when it
comes to motor oil. Automatic Transmission Fluid When it comes to automatic transmission
fluid, there is only one choice for the 6. FUEL Fuel has direct affects on the fuel injection system
in the 6. Archoil produce products that Powerstroke owners need to know about! The amount of
money that most places get for oil, fuel, and air filters for the 6. We buy filters in bulk to use in
our large repair facility and can help pass the savings on to you. These are quality filters that
include installation orings. Buy in bulk and save. Black Diamond designed this oil filter cap to

be the last one you ever buy! The plastic factory and aftermarket caps are know to leak and
cross thread after use. End that grief forever with this billet aluminum oil filter cap! It is
engineered to be a Black Diamond Prime Guard filters are direct replacement for factory filters
and cartridges. The filters are designed to fit all factory caps, housings, and connections. The
filter media is designed for the highest filtration efficiency and to withstand The filter media is
designed for the highest filtration efficiency Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0.
Automatic Transmission Manual Transmission. Performance Upgrade Stock Replacement.
Aluminized Systems Stainless Systems. Off Roading Lighting Rigid Industries. Side Steps.
Running Boards. Quick view Details. MSRP: Now: Add to Cart. Quick view. Compare Selected.
The 6. Most of these problems originate from the factory design. The new EGR emissions
system that was introduced to meet emissions standards at the time, is a big contributor to the
6. Head studs provide inadequate clamping force so blown head gaskets are common. Other 6.
Fortunately, once these problems are addressed, the trucks are much more reliable. Some of
these problems can be avoided. If you follow a strict 6. Bulletproofed 6. Bulletproof kits for a 6.
Installing a Bulletproof kit is very labor intensive, so expect to pay a couple thousand in labor
costs. While the 6. Our best advice is to look for a late model truck or a 6. Many of these
problems occur early in these trucks lifetimes, so many of the 6. If you are considering
performance modifications, you need to replace these studs. The addition of a tuner alone can
cause cylinder head pressures to rise beyond the capability of the TTY head studs, ultimately
causing head gasket failure. TTY studs cannot be re-used and must be replaced after being
removed from the engine. Aftermarket head studs from ARP are a must-have for your 6. The
stock TTY head studs can last a while under factory conditions. Because of the layout under the
hood, changing the head studs on the 6. It can take a long time, even for an experienced diesel
mechanic. Expect costs of a couple thousand dollars after parts and labor. The FICM supplies
48 volts to the two solenoids that control oil flow to the fuel injector. Excessive heat from the
engine and vibration can cause the FICM to overheat or fail. Cold starts impact the FICM
negatively by causing excess voltage to be drawn. This can damage the capacitors in the fuel
injection control module. You should replace factory fuel injection control modules with
aftermarket counterparts. They are better at dissipating heat and more reliable. Reputable FICM
rebuilding companies also typically offer a warranty on their products. Should an issue arise,
they will send you a replacement FICM. Aftermarket FICMs also come available with custom
tunes, allowing you to increase horsepower by adjusting fueling. Many of the problems found
on the 6. These trucks require the oil to be cooled significantly more than other trucks, resulting
in Ford equipping the 6. Over time, sand and other large particles can clog the small
passageways of the Oil Cooler, leading to EGR Cooler failure. You can identify faulty oil coolers
by comparing engine oil temperature and coolant temperature. An operational oil cooler should
keep the difference between the two to less than 14 degrees when driving the truck. We
recommend replacing old factory oil coolers whenever this temperature split becomes apparent.
Do NOT choose a cheap oil cooler. You need a quality product! You can also go purchase
another OEM Ford part. This can help you identify problems early. EGR Coolers on the 6. This
reduces NOx emissions. As with all early emissions devices, they frequently cause problems.
Higher operating temperatures are a typical symptom of a clogged EGR cooler. These higher
temperatures commonly cause head gasket failures. The EGR coolers commonly leak coolant
into the exhaust, resulting in white smoke Steam exiting the tail pipe. When the oil cooler
becomes clogged, less coolant enters the EGR Cooler, causing higher temperatures, boiling
coolant, and potential damage. Be careful when ordering this replacement part, as there are two
different style EGR coolers for the 6. The EGR Valve on the 6. The valve can stick open, causing
poor performance. Often times this occurs due to excessive idling or poor fuel quality. We
recommend frequently cleaning the EGR Valve to keep it from accumulating soot. If you need a
new EGR valve, check out some of the links below! The VGT increases power and greatly
lowers spool times. These new VGT turbochargers were very susceptible to soot build up. This
excessive soot can cause the VGT vanes to stick open. When that occurs, throttle response
suffers and turbo spooling times increase. The turbocharger can sometimes be cleaned by
running the truck hard, otherwise, the turbocharger needs to be removed and cleaned
thoroughly. Early 6. The collection of oil in the turbocharger can result in the oil cooking. This
has been the root cause of many all-out turbocharger failures in the 6. Want recommendations
on an aftermarket turbocharger upgrade for your 6. Stiction can cause a number of problems
including hard starts, and the truck running rough when cold. The HEUI injectors are very
sensitive to poor fuel and oil quality. The high pressure oil pump pressurizes the engine oil.
Then, the injectors use this oil to compress fuel. These high pressure oil pumps are known for
complete failures and leaking seals on the 6. You may need to replace it too. The factory Degas
bottle in 6. They crack at the seams and it can result in loss of coolant! Invest in a solid

aluminum Degas bottle like the Mishimoto Degas Bottle pictured below. Make sure you get a
new factory cap too! What can you do to improve longevity on your 6. For starters, consider not
upgrading to performance parts unless it is a product that provides a solution to one of the
above problems. Replace problem parts early, before you start having issues! Be religious when
it comes to your trucks maintenance. Change the oil every 5, miles. Use high quality oil and
consider
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using additives. Make sure you buy diesel from quality gas stations that have quality fuel. You
can often identify the start of a problem early. For more information on the Ford SuperDuty
Diesel trucks with the 6. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to continue to
produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn more about
the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to date on the
top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a little bit of
problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck. Help Us Get
to 1,! Written by Kamil September 7th, Most Common 6. Mishimoto 6. Mishimoto Polished Degas
Bottle 6. Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best Ford 6. Complete 6. Complete 7.
Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford 7. The Ultimate Guide to Ford 6.
Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors.

